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Impressive projects on the horizon
Auckland’s One Queen, part of Commercial Bay development
Downtown Auckland is undergoing a period
of transformation and LT McGuinness is
excited to be a part of it.

One Queen will face the busy ferry terminal and sit
adjacent to the Commercial Bay development (just
behind) on lower Queen Street.

The company has recently been awarded the contract for
One Queen St in Auckland, an exciting new development for
Precinct Properties NZ. It entails redevelopment of the site,
currently HSBC house, to become a luxury hotel, commercial
offices and retail/hospitality space.

Illustration supplied by Warren & Mahoney

One Queen’s existing 19-level HSBC block will have its
facade stripped back and replaced with a contemporary
design by Warren and Mahoney Architects. The building
will house a single-level basement and a total of 22 stories.
InterContinental Auckland, a 244-room state-of-the-art hotel
is set to occupy levels 3-13, with special features including a
gym and club lounge.
The lower levels of One Queen, ground floor to level two, are
reserved as retail and hospitality space and will link up with
the adjacent Commercial Bay site, already under construction.
8700m² of commercial office space will be offered on levels
14-22, and a modern rooftop bar is planned for level 21.
Construction is scheduled to start in the first quarter of 2020
and due for completion in 2022.

CFT team close in on
final milestone

Nick Morris describes a busy past few
months at Bowen campus.
LT McGuinness’ effort to strengthen and renovate the
Charles Fergusson Tower has completely revived this high
profile site for building owner Precinct Properties.
The 15-storey office building was originally built in 1975
by James Wallace and Co. Back then, it took four years to
build and cost $5.3 million to complete; the equivalent of
$42 million in today’s money.
The CFT team have been putting in the hard yards since
November 2016, and over the past few months, handing
over floors at a rate of one per week. The project has
been carefully staged to allow LT to complete the core
bathroom areas, whilst still working on the facade, roof
and strengthening. This smart approach to staging the
works has paid off for LT. The project is on track to
finish on time with new tenant, the Ministry for Primary
Industries, commencing their lease January 2019.
With the fitout intergrated into the base build works,
recent handovers have been a seamless (continues p.3)
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By Michael Paulin
The Rankine Brown lifts, damaged in the November
2016 earthquakes, are currently undergoing seismic
strengthening and base isolation at Victoria University.
It is a tricky situation, with the 10-storey building, more
commonly referred to as ‘the library’, still in operational
use. Hordes of staff and students pass through its doors
daily, so LT are working hard to minimise disruption,
planning their work schedule carefully and taking on
extra night shifts.

Not a bad view from the roof of
the Aon Centre, One Willis St

The project focuses on two lift shafts, one staircase and
25 perimeter columns requiring seismic isolation.
Dunning Thornton Consultants designed a temporary
frame, installed whilst the existing lift pit and columns
were demolished. The new steel and slider plates (connected
via a puck) are inserted and the load, controlled by a Hydraulic
computerised jack, is transferred back through.

Recently, a helicopter
lift was organised to
transport signage and
structural steel members
at the Aon Centre, One
Willis St.

The steel work was
fabricated by MJH
Engineering and the
sliders made by Swiss
company Mageba.

The LT team led by Stu
Hercus and Matt Kontze,
are currently constructing
a mezzanine floor within
the building. This is a
challenging project within
a commercial site and
several more helicopter
lifts are planned.The first
stage of work is scheduled
for completion February
2019.

Gerry Andrews and
James Toimata are
leading the charge on
site and the expected
finish date is December
2019.

Top apprentices 2018
By Chris Murray
Dan Pickett (left) and Sean Reilly (right) have picked their way
through hundreds of contenders in the Wellington region and
come up trumps; both
making it into the
top 10 apprentices,
with Sean taking out
second place.
The Apprentice of
the Year Awards
are organised by
the Master Builders
Association of NZ.
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By Jack McGuinness
Going into our fifth year at Rutherford House, LT has just
completed the fitout of another floor of the existing tower for
Victoria University’s School of Commerce.
The Athfield-designed space includes modern open-plan
offices and central spaces, with feature ceilings, new
aluminium windows, and
refurbished toilets. It will
accommodate a mixture
of students and staff
whilst the upper floors are
redeveloped in 2019.
Tony Gormley has led a
successful team including
Andrew Thomas and
Matt Kontze. The finish is
superb!

In an industry that
keeps getting smarter,
this is well deserved
recognition and LT are
very proud of them.
Correction
In the July 2018 issue, Phil Bailey’s
photograph of Site 10 was incorrectly
credited to Jason Mann.

Rutherford’s revamp

Photo by Phil Bailey

Breathing new life into
Sandringham’s industrial area

‘CFT team close in on final
milestone’ continued.

James Cotton provides an overview of the Ethel
Street development.
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process. Consultants have provided good feedback
on the low number of defects and high quality of
finish– a credit to the team.
It is an exciting time to be working on the project
as the finishing touches are applied. The team
onsite are extremely proud of their work to date and
they are now focused on the remaining areas to
complete.
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Demolition has started at 34-38 Ethel Street, an exciting
development in Auckland, converting industrial spaces into
modern new offices and showrooms. Project Managers RCP
chose LT to undertake the work based on the fantastic work-todate on One Queen Street.
The project involves the demolition of the existing front overhang
offices (three existing warehouses) and installation of a full-height
glazed façade offering a clear view into the commercial space.
Each unit will have a mezzanine floor, kitchen and bathrooms
installed, along with an architectural staircase to complement the
overall design.

Illustrations supplied by Fearon Hay Architects

Seismic upgrade for
Rankine Brown

Victoria University update

Up in the air

This particular area of Sandringham is being revitalised, with
tired warehouse buildings revamped into commercial, retail and
housing offerings.
The Ethel Street job is managed by Chris McGuinness and set for
completion February 2019.

Technical skill at Queen’s Wharf
Jacob Monk-Taingahue provides an update on the technical work at three Queen’s Wharf.
One of the company’s smaller but more technical jobs,
a structural upgrade designed by Dunning Thornton
Consultants (DTC) for Queen’s Wharf Holdings, is underway
at three Queens Wharf.
The design is based around micropiles and large driven
H-piles. The installation of the H-piles, integrates cuttingedge technology dreamt-up by David Aldred and DTC, and
employs the use of hydraulic jacks. A simulated earthquake

3 Queen’s Wharf

was initiated to test our engineering
capacity and now our friends at Ancor
Loc (anchoring specialists) are in fullswing, drilling micropiles throughout
the basement carpark.
Fully-occupied tenancies have called
for round-the-clock action and
having a guy like Phil Teu on the job
has helped keep the team focused on
these challenging shifts.
Working on a basement slab below
tide level presents an unusual daily
challenge. It requires us to coordinate tasks around the tide
chart, and in some cases, resorting to “controlled flooding”;
saltwater geysers squirting through the floor might have you
fooled you were in Rotorua! With the job still in its infancy,
we expect many more challenges and “controlled floods”
ahead.
A word of advice– think long and hard before taking on
mother nature. But what an interesting job with a great team
here at Queen’s Wharf.
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Boatshed stronger than ever

A taste of Auckland

Aaron McGuinness gives an overview of the harbourside refurbishment project.

Siu Katoa shares his Auckland experience.

LT McGuinness was engaged in early 2018 to undertake
concurrent work strengthening both the Star and Wellington
rowing clubs. In 2010, we had completed a successful
refurbishment and lift installation in the Star function room
and then, in 2015, the first stage of restrengthening.

Back in April, when Sean McGuinness phoned Siu to see if he
might be interested in lending a hand in Auckland, Siu said he
was immediately interested, “I thought it could be something
a bit different and a good experience.”

Site managers Evan Anderson and Simon Frank were both
commended for the quality of their work, their positive
attitude and co-operative approach. This was a thoroughly
enjoyable project for the team, with a great outcome.

Two weeks later, he was on a plane destined for the big
smoke, or more specifically...Wynyard Central. He wasn’t
alone either; Wellingtonian Eddie Russell had already
relocated and Graham Bowen was soon to follow. Each
received a friendly welcome by Auckland converts, Chris
McGuinness and Aaron Lindsay, who introduced them to the
site team and made their transition easier.

Fighting fatigue on site

Facts:

Dr Simon Ryder-Lewis, an Occupational Physician from Work Health
Solutions, visited the Bowen site in July to speak to the team about
the dangers of fatigue; how to recognise it, and mitigate it.
JP Seccombe shares some helpful tips for the wider network.

MYTHS...

What is fatigue?
• Decrease in ability, temporary inability,
or a strong disinclination to respond to
a situation due to over-activity, either
mental, emotional or physical. It shows
in a loss of alertnes.

Causes:

Health risks:

1. Insufficient sleep due to:
• Job demands
• Biology
• Work organisation
• Home life
• Medical causes
• Obstructive sleep apnoea
• medication, alcohol or drugs

1.Physical
• Accidents
• More difficult to cope with age
• Cardiac risk / stroke / high BP / ulcers /
chronic fatigue
• Obesity
• Cancer risk
• In some cases, early mortality
• Effect on reproductive health
(miscarriage and pregnancy)

2. Psychiatric illness

2.Psychological
• Stress and depression
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7½

hours sleep
per night is
required by
most humans

I’ll push
though

Warning signs:
• Forgetfulness
• Poor decision making
• Slowed reactions & reduced vigilance
• Poor communication
• Bad mood & lethargy
• Risk taking
• Frequent napping/ falling asleep in
front of TV or in meetings
• Falling asleep after just a few minutes
in bed & having catch-up sleeps on days
off (more than 2 hours of sleep)
• Micro sleeps

50%

of NZers don’t
wake refreshed

3-5pm
3-5am
highest risk times

2

It’s a
sign of
weakness

nights of
unrestricted
sleep to recover
from sleep debt

I know
how tired
I am

Health & Safety

One of the main challenges was to maintain operation of
the function centre, which is the main source of income for
both clubs. This was achieved through careful coordination

Countermeasures
Avoid being awake for a long time
at the wrong time.
• Caffeine / V / coffee…..energy drinks
only work in the short term!
• Take a break in a well lit room if tired
• Eat well on nights
• Keep meal times the same
• Short naps – 15-20min (sleep inertia)
• Good shift design
Good Sleep
• Have a consistent bed time
• Use blackout curtains and
eye masks
• Avoid alcohol, caffeine and
exercise for about 3hrs before bed
• Try to sleep as soon as possible
after a shift
• Avoid sleeping pills
Alert your supervisor if you’re not in a
fit state to carry out your job safely.

With the ‘heat on’ in Auckland, Siu, Graham and Eddie’s help
at Wynyard was essential to achieving project completion
in July. During their time (for Siu 18 weeks), Siu and Graham
carried out quality control
checks and helped Eddie get the
apartments looking swish and
up to LT’s high standard. There
The hardest
were some long days and weeks
part was
leading up to the due date, “but
we really wanted to help get the
deciding
job over the line,” Siu remarks.

“

what to have
for dinner!

“You can see the working culture
growing in Auckland,” he says,
“and the team did so well on
Wynyard– it was a massive job.” Graham, Siu and Eddie
joined in social club events, including fine dining and a bit of
competitive bowling. Siu batted a few overs for the LT indoor
cricket team and enjoyed Friday’s table tennis tournaments.
He’d just like to set the record straight, “Luke and Eddie’s

“
Voices from Wellington’s HQ

The re-strengthening work consisted of installing plywood
diaphragms in conjunction with a significant fire proofing
element to the historical timber-framed buildings. The
project team went to great lengths to ensure that all new
works were in keeping with the character of this heritagelisted site; like-for-like replacements of linings and trim were
sourced to ensure that any new work was not obvious. This
was especially important within the more visible, public
spaces.

with stakeholders to ensure the staging of works did not
interfere with existing bookings, and disruptive works were
programmed around key dates.

Best part of your job?
Sarah Green – Accounts

Best part of my job is seeing the ‘what
have I done now?’ look that comes
across the guys’ faces when it’s just
before the 20th and I’m standing at their
desk.
Mollie Millyn - Reception

Working with family!

Olivia Crabbe –
One Market Lane Concierge

For me it’s the variety; every day is
different and I get to associate with
an array of different people.

team did not
win, even if
they think so.”
Describing
citylife, Siu
says, “I’d never
lived in the
The Auckland cont
city and we
ingent farewelled
Si
u and Graham with
stayed in
a special breakfast at Jack Tar’s
some nice
on 17 August.
places with
just an eight
minute walk
to work. The hardest part was deciding what to have
for dinner!” For him, Auckland’s mild climate was a real
highlight, “Graham and I were walking around in t-shirts
in the middle of winter.”
In his spare time, Siu visited
family and enjoyed venturing
up north to explore the coast,
flying home once a fortnight.
“I would totally recommend
the experience. If you get this
kind of opportunity, you have
to take it up! For me, it felt a bit
like a working holiday because
everything was new.”

Siu’s a Crusader fan now
Luke Golds-Uili tells us that Siu
Katoa ‘lost the bet’ and had to
wear the red jersey for a week.

Home fit for a priest
Sam Boult reports on the Viard House
upgrade in Thorndon.
Viard House, residence of Wellington’s archbishop
Cardinal John Dew DD, has recently undergone
strengthening and refurbishment work. The Hill Street
home received a full upgrade, including new bathrooms,
painting, floor finishes and lighting.
Amby Talamaivao led the strengthening component with
Phil Stephens managing the refurbishment stage that
followed. As expected, a high level of care taken for our
VIP resident and an immaculate finish was achieved. The
end result is a happy client, thanks to the collaborative
effort from all sub-contractors and LT staff involved.
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Kind regards
Allan Pledger
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Cha ir Shed 2

From Victoria U
n

iversity of Wellin
gton

On behalf of the
university, can I pe
rsonally congratu
McGuinness and
late LT
the subs for beating
the m ilestones. Th
stakeholders are ve
e
ry thankful to have
the south temp lift
back in action afte
s
r not having any
vertical transporta
in the building for
tion
such a long time.
Both staff and st
were very excited
udents
to have these lifts
working again.
Also, a special than
ks for Gerard and
James for running
such a well-mana
ged site.
Satish Da hya
Associate Director
Cam
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5 Marianne Mulholland
mins with

1. How long have you been working for the company
and what was your initial role?
Two and a half years ago,
I started in the role I’m
still in, which is Human
Resources/Business
Services Manager. This is
a great role that spreads
across all parts of the
business.
My favourite part of the
job is that everyone at
LTs is down to earth and
genuine, and I get to
personally deal with them all– I love that personal touch.
This year’s been great as I’ve been more involved with the
Auckland team and getting to better know them all.
3. Funniest memory with LT?
It’s a memory not hard to forget as it’s a daily occurrence
- working with Johnny Malthus. He’s an absolute font
of knowledge and a ‘go-to’ person for everything! The
funny thing is in his deliverance of such knowledge– he’s
truly hilarious at times and his laugh is so hearty and
infectious.
4. What are your interests outside of work?
At the moment I’m focusing on getting back on the bike
for IronMaori, which is a big deal really as I’m not great at
staying on the bike, despite having cycled Taupo in 2008.
I’m an avid walker, walking the beat most mornings by
5.15 am (yep a.m.). I also enjoy movies with sub-titles,
without the special effects to distract from the storyline.
Really love time spent with my two boys.
5. Something most people don’t know about you?
Most people probably don’t realise I’m of Ngāti Porou
(Dad’s side) and Te Āti Awa (Mum’s side) descent, and just
for the record, my name is actually Marianne Brooking.

HQ’s Green fingers
David Aldred employed the expertise of his kids, Nico,
Quinn and Lila Rose, to refresh the office greenery in
Wellington. Clearly they’ve inherited some of their Dad’s
work ethic, working hard on a Saturday morning.
Great job team!

staff news
Bowen Bikers
by Chris Murray

International
‘Iron’ Man

On a picturesque Saturday in July, 14 of the Bowen
team headed out to Wainuiomata (Omata) for a day of
quad-biking.

Jack McGuinness takes
out 5th place at the world
champs in Europe.

After a delayed start (thanks to Dion taking a scenic
route through Rimutaka forest park) we got underway
with a quick briefing; we were instructed, “there are no
restrictions!” So it was do as you dare at your own risk.

The 2018 International Triathlon
Union’s (ITU) Long Distance
World Championships took
place in Fyn, Denmark, as part
of the ITU Multisport World
Championship Festival. LT’s Jack
McGuinness came in 5th place
in the men’s 20-24 age group.

The group split into two for a small test run to ensure
everyone had the basics under control. After Ryan
managed to break his first bike, Joel thought it was a
good idea to do a burnout in front of the leader, just to
test his patience. This set the mood for some freerange quad biking and off we went.
The group headed out to the station located halfway
down the Coast Road and up along Khyber Pass,
reaching 340metres above sea level. This was a
great spot to admire views of the Wellington region,
looking out over Baring Head, Wainuiomata and the
Orongorongo ridges.
From the highest point, the team raced along an old
airstrip, hitting top gear before descending down to
the beachfront and into Orongorongo station, where
a few tricky river crossings were involved – 14-nil to
man on this occasion. After a short stop for lunch, it
was back up the hill towards the station where some
extremely muddy and steep tracks challenged the more
‘confident’ riders.
The day wrapped up with a well-earned beer and
amazing views from the station.

Jack’s impressive time:
06:31:53! We’re looking forward
to following his racing career
ahead.

Following the triathlon format
of a swim-bike-run, the race
pushes athletes to their utmost
limits. Contenders require high
levels of stamina and endurance
to make it to the finish line, with
races lasting up to seven hours.

Moment of glory
Sometimes dreams do come
true. NIck Morris reports on
how a Bowen (CFT) Safety
manager was recently called
up by NZ’s Rugby Union.
Chris Bargh has been
submitting his ideas for new
backline moves to the All
Blacks for some years now.
When the NZRU found
out he was working at the
Bowen Campus near their
headquarters, they decided
to invite him over for a look
around.

Stu Hercus isn’t
going to let this
opportunity slide.

Full c
redit
to the
boys.

Bargh took a few of the boys
along and the highlight was
definitely the well-stocked
trophy cabinet.

pus Development
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Follow us @ltmcguinness_construction
Got a good story for The Hard Yards? Email: kate.mcguinness.wellington@gmail.com

Spotted...

Announcements

Some of the Auckland
team joined the LT table at
the NZIOB Awards Dinner,
6 August. Pictured (right)
are Blake Honeyfield and
Morgan Loughnan

tions
to
Congratula
t engaged
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her longtim
.
i fireworks
on Matarik
the Wellingt

Hitting the red carpet

staff news

New baby

Our best wishes to Rom

eo & Cristina Oliquian
o
Ethan Romis Oliquian
o.
What a great looking wee
guy.
on the birth of their son

tic.
Very roman

Seamus and Matt
start work in
Albany

Shake
‘n’ Vac
Pete
Dynan

Looking sharp

Welcome

one Feki
Heidi and Si
was born to
Hosea, Feki,
on after
le name is Di
ber. His midd
on 5 Septem
Dion Russell!
one and only
the infamous

Invited along by Precinct Properties, several LT staff attended
the Tania Dalton Foundation Gala Dinner in Wellington
16 August. Dalton was a well-known sporting star whose
foundation supports “young New Zealanders, from all
circumstances ...to unlock their talent and be their best selves.”

Metro Lanes’
Showdown
The Auckland social club
had a fun night out in
early August, at Metro
Lanes, Queen St.

TEST YOUR
KNOWLEDGE
Who has the
shiniest shoes?

Welcome
A warm welcome to new staff:
Wellington
Eva Baldwin, Stephen Cooper, Adriaan Martiz, Aaron Stephens

Auckland
Leo Hart, Trudy Keen, Richard Miller
8
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Identify this mystery LT
staffer and go in to win a
$30 Mojo voucher.
Email:
dan@mcguinness.co.nz
First correct answer walks
away with the prize.

